Introduction

The conflict between the PLO factions themselves and between them and some of the Arab regimes master of the situation over the history of the case, with the image of the relationship between these parties must be dominated by cooperation and dialogue in order to unity in the face of the Zionist enemy and respond to the ambitions and plans expansion aimed at ending this issue and filtered and that most of these conflicts played a major role of the Zionist enemy in Acrealla and fueling the fire of sedition and division among all national parties. All of these parties may be aware of the ambitions and goals of the Zionist enemy to weaken the internal front and even shredded to enable this enemy to carry out its ambitions and objectives, and have the national Palestinian arena suffered from disputes and conflicts, armed fighting and was the beginning of that in Jordan between 1970-1971m, which ended with the exit of the resistance factions to Lebanon, where he repeated the same experience there in the period between 1978-1982m which ended with the exit of the resistance factions between the Lebanese arena. The conflict continued between the PLO factions themselves and between them and the Arab regimes almost two decades and did not stop until after the factions of the PLO from Lebanon, especially the Fatah movement, which was a key player in all previous conflicts to mind leading the struggle and steadfastness in the face of conspiracies, to a relatively distant Arab states from the main battlefield, but the experiment was produced after about twenty years and this time on Palestinian land in a sign that the Palestinian-Palestinian conflict like inevitable as the Palestinian people and the resistance factions as a way to control and the imposition of influence. Palestinian Authority was established in 1994 and multiplied its security services took place skirmishes from time to time between them and Israel, and the contrast was clear between the Fatah movement program the backbone of the Palestinian Authority and the Hamas movement, which has gained legitimacy and their popularity during the exercise resistant work, but this contradiction did not amount to an armed clash despite the arrests and strikes the security that was addressed the security services against Hamas, most notably in 1996 to impose security, but the Al-Aqsa Intifada showed the power to resist, what he came in 2006 until the contrast was clear after the legislative elections, Hamas’s victory in the elections, and this created an equation New political circumstances and conditions have deepened the gap between the two big, the first faction of the Fatah movement, which sees itself as the Palestinian Authority maker because it created and the faction other Hamas, which did not give experience the power by itself and is part of the Palestinian legitimacy gained from his work resistor. In the midst of a bloody conflict between the two movements things mixed up and distorted the image and lost the truth and absent a clear vision of many of the Palestinian people. Some of them carry responsibility for the events of both factions or Hamas or Fatah or response to external interference caused the conflict and the feeding him constantly, and on the causes of conflict some attributed this as part of the struggle for power and Achtzlh at odds over positions and control over the security services, while others felt that the essence of the dispute lies in the disparity in political programs and intellectual trends and is not the result of the period after the legislative elections in January 2006 but in the evolution of Hamas and its emergence on the scene an Islamic resistance faction taking place among the Palestinian people from the west bank and the Gaza strip at the expense of the Fatah movement.

As a result of the internal Palestinian infighting - Palestinian disintegration of the family between brothers and each other, and between friends and political conflicts have entered every Palestinian house which led to the existence of the social rift between members of society, and from this point I’ve seen talking about the most important event over the Palestinian society and which we still live it up now, a Palestinian infighting and its impact on family disintegration.

The study problem

The Palestinian people have suffered greatly during his career since the liberation of the Israeli occupation of the land in 1948, migration and dispersion was the heaviest of this suffering is internal fighting between Fatah and Hamas in 2006, which killed a large number of the finest and the elite of the sons of Palestine.

The study problem revolves around the following question:

“What is the impact of the Palestinian political divide on the family in the northern Gaza conflict?”

Branching from the main question of the following sub-questions:

1. What are the causes of the Palestinian political divide?
2. How has the Israeli policies and Israeli withdrawal from one side of the Gaza Strip in strengthening the Palestinian political divide?
3. How did the Palestinian political divide on the social fabric of Palestinian society?

4. How could we have avoided the Palestinian political divide?

**Objectives of the study**

The study aimed to identify the following:

1. Identify the ancient roots of the internal Palestinian conflict between the Palestinian factions.

2. To identify the causes of the Palestinian political division.

3. Clarify Israel’s role in the Palestinian division.

4. To clarify the impact of the Palestinian division on the social fabric of the Palestinian society.

5. Find ways and peaceful proposals to avoid the division of the Palestinian national consensus.

**The importance of studying**

1. It may benefit from this study based on the national interest and alert them to the seriousness of the matter.

2. Is one of the studies dealing with the Palestinian social fabric and its compatibility and not find ways of internal conflicts and to try to prevent them.

3. This study may be useful for specialists interested in the Palestinian political field of procedure.

4. The study of students studying may be useful in the field of social service to identify the factors that lead to the disintegration of the family and try to address them.

5. Alert officials and leaders to accelerate the end of the political divide.

**The limits of the study**

Spatial Limitation: North of the Gaza area.


Human Limit: Sample of households in northern Gaza who are suffering from family breakdown as a result of Palestinian fighting.

**Terminology of study**

**Palestinian political divide**

Known as the political division is fragmented or fission or split or retail, is said to split or political group members broke in which they were dispersed or separated from each other, or dispersed and varied opinions and divide them and turned them on each other. If the case is a change in the group or its substance or both, an accumulation of conflict begins with a veiled on specific issues, it turns into open conflict, which is difficult to reach an agreement between the ends. If amputation is the group into two parts, each against the other conflict, which is difficult to reach an agreement between the ends.

**Conflicts family**

The conflict is defined as a social conflict and protracted conflict, which gets often between two parties for basic human needs such as security, and the recognition of the other and accept it, and the delivery of social and political posts. And known researcher on it association social consists from husband and wife and their children it includes grandfathers and grandchildren on that they participants in a life one, Andshe group biological regular consists from a man and a woman the between them connections marital and children.

**The frame theoretical study**

**Division Politician Palestinian roots and its causes**

**Preface**

Questions a lot censurable raises about division politician palestinian, in a attempt from before askers elucidation confusion, especially that people Palestine did not prepare to me home, occupation no still roosting, state palestinian independent no still far elusive, no there spoil had to fighting nor exist palestinian inside Palestine no located under penaltyctal. Atvael people much with each advertising to stop release fire between open Hamas, thinks observers that fighting in a Gaza may guardian to me non return Vtvajhilm events and atbenon that their accounts she was not accurate. the warning much from that agreements squander fighting internal, tried some intellectuals show that accord internal palestinian the most important much from which an agreement can that sign with Israel, but ears did not open.8

**History background**

Fighting public 2007 is not fighting the only between Palestinians, but he is repetition for fighting former spread on interval long from time, happened fighting between factions Palestinian during existence resistance Palestinian in a Jordan, especially between open front popular to edit Palestine because competition which it was standing between them.

Raged competition distance public 1967 between open “national” front popular “nationalism” on leadership resistance Palestinian which she was took him in a prosperity after defeat june.

Knocked off open on throne organization editing public 1968 consideration it faction palestinian resistant great which locked battle editing, while she was front popular in a develop configuration distance that I left philosophy unionist national in a coma without give up about her. It was competition standing between palestinianization the case Palestinian among search about the dimension Arabi to her.
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Continue Palestinians battling each other during existence resistance in a Lebanon, Vauguet movement open approximately with everybody, and fought each other also with categories Lebanese. I got some battles between factions Palestinian, but noted that movement open she was in a mostly party the other.

Led splits which she was obtain in a factions Palestinian to me battles between organization the mother and dissidents. Clashed supporters front popular with whose came out about front to form front democracy, and fought a supporters of open with supporters of open the council revolutionary.

And more this is clashes she was public 1983 movement open led by Arafat movement open uprising led by my father Moussa which expired exit Arafat and his supporters from area Tripoli sham.

In a west western sector Gaza, she was obtaining some friction between advocates factions; she was reaching sometimes to me end engagement with hands. I got like this is clashes between advocates open and supporters the movement Islamic (before Hamas) in number from sites, among advocates open factions others after an agreement Oman for the year 1984 statement renounce terrorism issued about Arafat public 1985; the parties attacked houses from supported movement open uprising with stones.

Distance an agreement Oslo happened tension large between advocates factions different, but clashes I stayed in a space individually, within the hands which no arrest on arms. Sound that this is clashes she was spin because competitions character between leaders in a hardware no for reasons ideology or political or intellectual.3

An agreement Oslo establish infighting

It was from expected ago today the first to sign an agreement Oslo that gets fighting Palestinian, but that message Arafat to me Rabin which I sent before signature the agreement several days establish infighting because she pledged resistance terrorism.

As for an agreement Oslo the text on: “will be implementation of gradual for more from re positioning in a sites specific pro rata with took over the responsibility about the system general security internal from before energy the police palestinian.

She was agreement Taba clearer and explicitly when pledged authorities Palestinian prosecute terrorism terrorists, by not chase collaborators with Israel and not accountability.

This is agreements and pledges put Palestinian against Palestinian, and incite breed the hatred and hatred between Palestinians, the happened practically that the authority Palestinian arrest favorable Palestinians and plunged their in a prisons without reason clear without bring them for trial.

That agreements from will that grown seeds fighting in an end. Patient enthusiasm much on arrests which has against elements, did not from expected that last long this patience, especially distance that become she has energy able on confrontation devices security Palestinian. The warning much from gravity issue, and pains awaited in future result friction direct and direct. The try to some say that accord internal Palestinian the most important much from which an agreement can that sign with Israel, but ears did not open.

Did not from expected that appoint leadership Palestinian in a leadership hardware security people we are committed to resistance, it did not Israel that agree except on designation from you see them suitable security. For this the hardware security not found reality defense about security Palestinian but about security Israeli.4

Structure factionalism

Structure factions Palestinian establish infighting because she no assess organizations modern able on absorption the other the focus their efforts on investigation target from through achievement.

Factions Palestinian is characterized by mentality closed, and a sense superiority on others, and Bzn each faction it’s owns truth absolute.

Complete educate individuals each faction mentality racism glorification self and derogatory from values factions other and educates in an inside them hatred and hatred towards others. The on cramping against others and not acceptance dealing with them cautiously intense.

And this education no cans that lead to me ladder my parent or to me cooperation between factions, and from will that catch Motherland Balveselh becomes value national a values factionalism known accordingly.

Each family from factions recognize interest national the way which you see proportionate completely with vision and interests private. Focus factions Palestinian much on projection on an account achievement. Looking each family particularly open Hamas about errors species other for thebhrna and inflation and Tazmha clockwork on it disaster awesome will catch people Palestinian destruction. Where tongue case says: error faction other large whatever it was small, the error Vesllna Small whatever it was great.

Parties the world trying to that earns popularity from through achievement which represent truth party in a words and business. Right that parties Chen attack mutual in a different countries the world, but no be comments related exaggerations, nor just charges without floor.

In a Palestine accusations are night day, because of without reason, through means and methods multiple and from that planting seeds sedition the clash.9

Hardware security Palestinian

Hardware security Palestinian popup about agreements with Israel, which responsible about chase terrorism terrorists, which resistance Palestinian and resistance fighters.

The already devices security that announced about frustration operations martyrdom, and the dismantling of factor industry explosives, previously to her that delivered Mujahideen like cell Sourif the Hamas Israel, quotes as such enormous from the information devices security Israeli. For this she was leadership Palestinian keen on inauguration people they have will implementation agreements on head this is devices.

Conflict security Palestinian continuously with security Israeli, found hardware security itself in sites dialectic defensive similar Bjdhla systems Arabic which says that the agreement with Israel serve security Arabi.

Right that absence resistance Palestinian to avoid Palestinians operations revenge Israeli, but without resistance get lost rights. Here numerous definitions interest national, accordingly to her increased severity accusations Alkhuynah in Arena Palestinian.

Did not aware enthusiasm that power armed interior at people under occupation bounce against him, because occupation try always ignition fire, Varkpt the same the error which committed open when established hardware security in this opened ago public 1994 doors.

---
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completely before intelligence Zionism to send weapons ammunition to me market west western Gaza, to me that arrive limit to me sale weapons on extend vendors in a the places the public. the hastened fools the scamps) toughs in arena Palestinian to me buy this is weapons, the from obviously that people Palestinian future on tragedy real related peace Al-Ahli.10

Release many from people Shrieks from yup that the Arafat stop this it but without feasibility. Except it’s a no can minister internal Palestinian wants stay ladder security aloof about an agreement Oslo. If it was he will do the on him firstly dismissal leadership hardware security, open the field before leadership new ones believe the need correction conditions security Palestinian. Addition to me that the Israel America thradan on fighting Palestinian, and America supply parties Palestinian money and weapons. It did not hide bush aid finance for some Palestinians.

The Erred Enthusiasm when the formation the government which it was from right delivered independents, erred when established power executive, because enthusiasm she thought it could you that check calm and the restoration of institutions distance winning election from through build up energy deter. Did not aware enthusiasm that power armed interior for the people under occupation bounce against him, that because existence occupation which try always ignition fire. Committed enthusiasm the same the error which committed open when established hardware security.10

Elections january/KaN the second 2006

In a January/December the second 2006 won movement enthusiasm in a elections authority national palestinian in a Gaza and the west western defeated movement open which party president Mahmoud Abbas which she was lead authority palestinian ago remodelled in a general 1994, and from origin 132 seats in a the council legislative palestinian won movement enthusiasm b 74 seats addition to me four seating the independent supporters to enthusiasm opposite 45 seats movement open, the share independent parties smaller seats the 13 remaining. After two months formed movement enthusiasm government led by Ismail Haniyeh as president prime minister.

And the Israel stop conversion 60 million dollar us she returns in a January/December the second 2006 won movement enthusiasm in a elections authority national palestinian in a Gaza and the west western defeated movement open which party president Mahmoud Abbas which she was lead authority palestinian ago remodelled in a general 1994, and from origin 132 seats in a the council legislative palestinian won movement enthusiasm b 74 seats addition to me four seating the independent supporters to enthusiasm opposite 45 seats movement open, the share independent parties smaller seats the 13 remaining. After two months formed movement enthusiasm government led by Ismail Haniyeh as president prime minister. The Israel stop conversion 60 million dollar us she returns taxes which it collects on behalf of about authority palestinian, restricted in large freedom mobility Palestinians especially from and to sector Gaza. Over time arrested dozens from official’s movement enthusiasm from between them ten ministers and 43 member from members of the council legislative.

Because of that arrest to me side differences political between enthusiasm open did not can the council legislative from the meeting quorum legal ago February 2006 mounted severity tension distance the election between movement open and movement enthusiasm in accelerated on two fronts political and security, confrontations repeated which erupted between hardware security groups armed the both parties caused in a abort attempts formation government alone patriotism. In April/April 2006 announced movement enthusiasm about formation device security new under noun “power executive “which she said it’s a necessary to integrate with action the police, criticize president Mahmoud Abbas this is step and considered build up device collimated device the police, he urged movement enthusiasm on merge troops within the structure organizational the official devices security except that movement enthusiasm he refused, in january/december the second 2007 after two days from do power executive to kill responsible security from movement open in a gaza announce president abbas about non legality existence this is power.11

In 9 February 2007 following mediation Saudi Arabia occurred movements open Hamas an agreement Makah under care king slave Allah Ben slave dear, which pledge which both parties continue dialogue and respect pluralism political and the formation of government alone patriotism in a the month next one on that remains Haniyeh president ministers and involved movement open powers others ministers to her in a a overrun his that fighting confrontations renewed and remained government unit the problem newly weak through old which spread just three months. From march/march even june 2007 contributed Israel powers foreign, especially the states united American union European in a aggravation status division between movements open Hamas from through the siege, in a time same stressed Israel from status closure crossings sector Gaza which she was subject its control like full approximately, this included that impose constraint on supply electricity fuel in contrary to law humanitarian international.

During the monthly April/April the may/may 2007 renewed clashes armed between hardware for security the for every from movements open Hamas in a Gaza, he accused each party the other provoking chaos to undermine government unit, in start month may/ may resigned minister interior independent politically Hany Qawasmi from signed and he said that reason he is non possession powers adequate, increased severity fighting despite the attempts repeated to stop release fire.12

Fight June 2007

Increased clashes in a mid month june 2007 when taken over enthusiasm on headquarters security buildings government in a Gaza, continues fighting eight days the involvement of both parties in a violations serious law humanitarian like torture executions moot rightly detainees fighters whose lose their ability on fighting, they offered civilians to me danger from through fighting inside areas inhabited and to prevent access help medical for the wounded. the hardware security the movement enthusiasm including in which individuals from power executive the brigades almighty religion Qassam launch fire several times on legs number from individuals hardware security, which practice continued through months next in end battle in a 13 june she was movement enthusiasm may taken over on sites security institutions government in a sector Gaza. The outcome death 161 Palestinians through that period between them 41 civilians that according when mentioned center Palestinian rights outcome death 161 Palestinians through that period between them 41 civilians that according when mentioned center Palestinian rights human, and from between victims seven children and 11 a woman, as for wounded on the least 700 person. Although from gravity violations which committed from before parties did not making movement enthusiasm or movement open which effort to investigate in crimes which committed from before forces which subject control.12

Sultan

In a 14 June sack President Mahmoud Abbas president minister Ismail Haniyeh mud government unit national he was appointed government emergency under the chairmanship of peace Fayyad leader party the path the third Dan Abbas movement enthusiasm for its b “coup”.

Rejected movement enthusiasm government emergency considered that Ismail Haniyeh he is president minister forensic until today, and replaced ministers movement open powers other in a Gaza with officials from the movement launched on government “the government article “or “government discharge business”, the call lots from journalists analysts as well as nations united “government it indeed, “in Gaza and he endorsement control movement enthusiasm
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on earth. Despite that movement enthusiasm won elections the council legislative Palestinian in a January 2006, except it used in non legal troops armed to impose control on institutions governmental organizations.

Tightening the control

Ago June 2007 tightened movement enthusiasm control established management in a Gaza and filled void which his successor resolution abbreviate the province, despite weakness experience in a administration affairs the government except it. I passed in a scale down rates the crime chaos which exacerbated in a public 2006 half the first from public 2007 it began movement enthusiasm regroup hardware security the to her, immediately after end fighting in a June 2007 began brigades almighty religion Qassam which arm armed movement enthusiasm doing tasks the police in a sector Gaza, implemented operations detention and managed centers detention including in which prison arboretum in a town Gaza which she was run in a the previous administration intelligence the public the authority palestinian. Being collection armed it is not GTX officially to enforce law they no ownership according to law Palestinian power do detention or detention. or he is documented in a this the report the both from brigades Qassam power executive may involvement in a implementation of operations detention arbitrary, and torture treatment non mankind and degrading rightly detainees most of them from employees forces security the movement open or suspected Bantsabhm to her. 13

Established movement enthusiasm in a September/September 2007 device security internal which supposedly it’s a receive the control on prison arboretum, provided movement enthusiasm device security internal as energy new except that many from lawyers and journalists and activists rights human in a Gaza chimed in on say human rights watch that most individuals this the device provided from brigades Qassam.

Decided movement enthusiasm in a October/November the first 2007 solution power executive incorporated its members in a device the police, appointed responsible security previously in a movement open and he reconcile Jabr president device the police to submit reports to me minister interior, in reality the there believing wide that both from device the police the device security internal controlled they administrator Hamas member the previous happy fasting which served minister the interior in a the government which formed led by movement enthusiasm from march 2006 even march2007, in April 2008 the president minister Haniyeh appointing him again minister the interior. 14

And since June 2007 the movement enthusiasm re structuring the device judicial often in contrary to law palestinian from yup substitution from left jobs distance resolution province which issued Mahmoud Abbas, the appointed movement enthusiasm judges and prosecutors two years loyal to her politically lacking experience necessary independence, claimed movement enthusiasm it she was forced to do in this appointments to guarantee continuation action the device judicial distance resolution the province.

The cause conflict between movement enthusiasm and movement open implications big on life Palestinians, Vmarh first ago occupation number Israel west western sector Gaza public 1967 exceeds number dead Palestinians in a land occupied as a result fighting internal arrive number on the least 490 Guetalaan number whose kill result attacks Israeli arrive number on the least 396 dead) 23. In Gaza alone killing 454 people because violence internal ( 188 who are they were killed in a june comparison b 301 person were killed as a result conflict direct with Israel 24, the caused status division paralysis council legislative allowed concentration authority in a hand authority executive disrupted process reform legislative illusion in a yesterday the need to her.

Shows the report annual authority palestinian independent rights citizens commission independent rights human currently deterioration winning, in public 2007 registered the organization approximately weakness numbers from violations which registered general which before, record 154 status in a torture larger jump where rose cases from 52 status public 2006 to me 274 status through public 2007 Gaza and 120 status in a west western), as such rose cases ill treatment detainees from 104 cases he ran reporting 19 of which in a Gaza and 127 in a west western 25 the decreased about her public 2006 to me 146 status through public 2007 violations the amount about her in a each from Gaza and the west western in a months first from public 2008 except it’s a did not clear distance the if it was this oriented positive will continue through general mother no.13,16

Emerged in a mid general 2008 prospect progress with commencement each from movements enthusiasm open dialogue about conciliation potential, in 4 june announce president Mahmoud Abbas about formation a committee from senior officials Palestinians to prepare dialogue national with enthusiasm he called to me implementation the initiative Yemen. 15

An interest Israel in a deepen fighting internal

Israelis consider what is happening in the palestinian arena, the escalation of the state of security chaos and increase the gap between Fatah and Hamas, the degree of access to internal fighting and the occurrence of the victims, with satisfaction because it serves their interests in one way or another. With varying Israeli statements, but the bulk did not hide his support for what is going on, and are working to increase the gap between the Palestinians and consider it as us secretary of state Condoleezza rice, “constructive chaos”, this first.

Second: Olmert can get more international support for it, especially continue to isolate the Hamas government, and this is what made it so far does not offer to make a decision to escalate the military response to the firing of homemade rockets at Israeli cities. With the knowledge of the Israeli government that the ceasefire came after a consensus between the factions of the resistance, as opposed to directed military leaders who want to respond, and this is what warned of the Public Security Intelligence Service (GSS), saying that large-scale military operation in the Gaza Strip will lead to the re-cohesion of the Palestinian national grade between Fatah and Hamas, the Palestinian factions and directing weapons against Israel, and he advised not to carry out a military operation. 15

The Deputy Prime Minister Shimon Peres said in an interview with Israeli Radio, he was “broken the ice” between the officials, adding that the percent million dollars that Israel committed to repay the Palestinian Authority constitutes “in support of Abbas.”16

Anyone who has followed the course of events in the Palestinian arena is aware that a major rift occurred, both before the speech of President Mahmoud Abbas, or after, and notes that the Palestinian parties and despite reaching internal calm among which many doubted the possibility of continuation, because the causes of recurrence remain, especially since there are parties still fuelled, (each party to deliver a message that another gumman and that he can settle the matter), in particular the Israeli side who finds interest in the deepening of the crisis and the continued internal fighting and ignite the flames of civil war between the Palestinians. 15
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The impact of the political division on the Palestinian family in northern Gaza

I showed a study modern center Affairs Almroh- Gaza that division leave effects on relations family in a each house, the effect on relations marital, the most recent problems between couples did not found, where unanimously respondents on that their lives and relationships husbands changed worse distance division political, the has become support faction a particular it is a fateful in a life family, follows on him its future, became discussions excite go from tension between the couple; to produce about him, in a taken, quarrel or violence phonetic or physical.

Similarly for relations brothers; which has become affiliation party he is Al-Faisal in which, found studying that division effect on relationship parents and children, parents Jehdoa their children, and children lost respect to their parents, as such found studying that division effect on relations social, the most recent in which gaps and cracks on level neighbour relations, and relatives, relations colleagues the work, to be published atmosphere from tension in a each a place, until wedding touched fire division, lost found studying that difference affiliations party destroyed many from weddings, as such latest split change radically in a life lots from families, where closed institutions doors, found the majority of employees themselves without action, this in addition to me labourers workers in a institutions private whose lost their business, Fajtlfoa how their adjustment with the situation the new, some from refuge to escape from reality ensuring on internet or the television, to spend his day in a sleep, including from control on him frustration he lost the desire in a life and nuzzle status present, including possession of on him feeling outrage and hostile; became pour jam anger on his wife and his sons, frequently what result physical violence verbal which exercised the husband to me divorce in a cases which increase in which violence about limit possible tolerated, or result to me infection the wife hurt adult, than mirror negatively on psychological children.11

The center affairs woman - a program research training number from researchers in a methodology search feminist, and gave them chance to set up studies about reality woman palestinian present and the extent of affected siege the fighting internal from the beginning of June end Nov which 4 months, the in it researchers choose I mean (intentional) sample studying almost covering all categories women in a sector Gaza where the selection women who affected by and impressed their lives family social and included studying aspects different differences the distance division differences between couples, the brothers, parents and children between neighbour in addition to me differences with people the husband and wife as such included studying cases which hit the women violence family because circumstances mental bad which suffers of which the husband or because poverty unemployment and cases divorce abandonment which occurred distance division politician included studying wives and wives lost their businesses were affected by their lives in direct in addition to me women from group open and others from enthusiasm how impressed family relationships and community as such included women in a families different in which affiliations political inside family.

Spotted studying lots from families which emigrated in which the husband, found that women they became Ицмн role woman the man in a one. Women bear burdens governorate on house and children, and live status ongoing from the fear anxiety, than forfeited their confidence themselves, born to have tendency extremism party and hatred on each from it was for him the rib event. found studying that options women difficult, as hard on women catch up their husbands; particularly in captivity which she has children in a schools, and difficult them stay from without them, it did not you find some women solution but divorce ..!12

Found studying that there desire real I have women to achieve reconciliation national, and seek hard to end status division and their consequences; as input to solve all problems which face them in their lives threatening their futures. as such get up this study monitor what his successor division on family palestinian in a sector Gaza, and on relations between individuals community, roles type social, in a attempt to drive bell danger officials or makers the decision towards what devolved the situation in a sector Gaza, which extended to me space internal associated family, relations the blood and kinship. as well aims studying to me knowledge effects division between west western sector Gaza, the impact the siege unjust on Gaza strip relations family and social in a sector; from prospective vision women who impressed their lives directly division. trying to observation effect division on relations social in a inside outside family, and its impact on case mental for women on Destinations their opinion and Tqmathn, and monitoring the changes in a roles type social relations power in a family result the loss of one the couple for his work or for his position social, the positions women and their role in differences which occurred distance division, and analysis reasons some cases abandonment which occurred because division or because of the unemployment the siege the situation mental which experienced population sector Gaza. The most important results studying to me the division did not leave excitement on side political only, which caused change in a scales forces, but he effect as well on the society as a whole, and on family Gazan on face particular, where, for the first once in a date people palestinian, become the war between children people the one is reality, to find citizen himself in a confusion big that is being with from? And against from?. The conflict not with the enemy this is time; but he between the brothers; than latest crack in a society and the heart each value traditions upside on after. As for women who lost their businesses lost I showed studying that much from women did not damn elope from leave the work; but on the contrary; they felt frustrated change in a each style life, found studying that division politician poverty unemployment which swept sector Gaza affected on roles gender, many from men did not find which critical from do acting home in a time which be in it wives in a the work, and dispensed with lots from ladies workers about nursery. Showed studying that this it has not been acclaimed from all ladies; where consider it some of them intervention in a core their work, in a when considered other species from appreciation for their efforts. as such showed studying patterns different from business which the by women, even Aovrn albeit part from needs their families, which it was including: search about action qualifications available, Fmln in kindergartens and nurseries shops beauty, in addition to me that others had recourse to me business in a inside home like the work of pastry cakes jams, in if failed their efforts had recourse parents to request help who are they. Two recent studies confirmed that the division has left its effects on the only politically, but the impact on society as a whole and in particular on the Gazan family for the first time in the history of the Palestinian people.13

Both studies showed that the division left traces in each house of houses to affect the marital relations and relations of brothers and the relationship between parents and children, and the impact on social relations, most recent gaps and cracks in the neighbours and relatives relations and relations of co-workers to spread an atmosphere of
tension everywhere for the first time in the history of the Palestinian people. Silence is the most effective treatment to avoid problems and become the words of many of its bill to pay tax.

This came during the workshop to present the results of studies on Palestinian women’s issues held by the women’s affairs center in Petra in Rafah hall today, it has expressed a coordinated research program at the women’s affairs center Hidayat Shimon to hope to studies have thrown light on the part of the suffering of the sector women that do not infinite and endless apparently. He said Shimon in the submission of the researchers have been trained forty researchers, six were selected for researchers to conduct a variety of studies on women offering value to their studies.19

The first study, entitled ‘the impact of the blockade and political division came on the family and social relations in the Gaza strip’, prepared by researchers Suhad Obeid and Magda Bilbeisi and the follow-up program of responsible research and documentation in the women’s affairs center Hidayat Shimon, while the D. Hadeel Qazzaz adviser to the team working on the study. The study confirmed that divide the latest radical change in the lives of many families where the institutions closed their doors and found the majority of employees themselves without work Fajilfoa how adjustment to the new situation, affecting negatively on the majority of households in general and women in particular, women always falls on them the greatest burden in coping with poverty on the one hand and unemployment pair on the one hand and work in a career that would provide even a fraction of the income in most cases do not find women any recognition of her vice versa they bear more pressure and violence by the husband under the pretext that he was suffering from psychological stress due to poverty and unemployment.

The study showed that domestic violence has increased significantly after the split because of disagreements on political affiliations or because of poverty, unemployment, and also extended to include children and women find Gaza themselves are unable to cope with violence against them they cannot find support from the parents and the option of divorce for them terrifying and scary, so Vtaathml mostly violence that reality cannot be changed.

The study said the division tore the bonds of many families to migrate the husband leaves his family in the wind suffers security loss and loss of hope and fear of the future where there is a glimmer of hope for solutions close, and did not find women whose husbands have migrated on the back of division any interest Brnchakhin which was born to have a sense of extremism frustration and lack of confidence.

The study concluded that the Gaza strip community is now suffering from the loss of social and family cohesion, stressing the need to hold seminars and workshops aimed at women to try to ease the tension, and called for unity and to the sanctity of Palestinian blood and urged women that are the foundation of society to adhere to the option of unity and guide weapons Palestinian enemy.19

The government called on the study of abandoned women’s situations and try to help them to catch up with their spouses outside the country, in support of those families and provide stability for them in any way so as not to worsen their ordeal more, and stressed the need to find ways and means to protect women and provide elements of steadfastness to them by carrying out productive projects and involve them in the economy national after studying the living of their situation, which has deteriorated to an unprecedented degree, and thus reduce the frequency of women’s charities to seek aid through Alkabonh which has become prevalent in our society a culture system ratio.

The study called for the establishment of social security cases most affected by the blockade fund in partnership with civil society organizations to protect women from poverty as the main reason for increased violence Hyahin, and provide psychological support for cases subjected to violence, as well as cases of abandonment even regain their health safety psychologically affected a lot of events and be able to look positively towards others in their community.

She stressed the need to integrate women in awareness and education programs related to the promotion of tolerance and the achievement of civil and community peace to ease Nqthn and Nzrn melancholy things dialogue in order to achieve societal peace for future generations, support and increase the meetings, which calls for national reconciliation across the clubs and gatherings of family, popular level, to connect with young people and women category.

While came second study entitled ‘psychological and social problems among Alvakdat women, a comparative study between the periods of the Israeli invasion and the period of internal fighting’, prepared by researchers Mervat future and wafa Younis, under the supervision of a responsible research program and documentation in the women’s affairs center Hidayat Shimon, while the D. Hadeel Qazzaz adviser to the team working on the study.

The study called for the development of plans and programs for how to help alleviate this discredited or bereaved women, and a study to find ways and programs to get rid of social disintegration and feelings of hatred and restore Palestinian unity, and the provision of medical, psychological and educational material for those families support, and increased attention to women’s centers for ladies Alvakdat.18

Family Palestinian in a shadow division between shore Gaza

No hide on one case which experienced passes in which the society Palestinian, both (west western sector Gaza), distance status division which swept the society Palestinian, which expired decisive action military or coup bloody - where rip and scatter disintegration in a texture relations social, not to mention about a look doubt and suspicion loss confidence in a dealing between individuals the society Palestinian, but you surprised a lot from attitudes, before that speaking here person raises on you the question (kcy): do you are Fahah mother Hamas man ?, because he building on your answer will determine his position from you, do you will continue the talk with you, mother scrubs and business, that I was compatibility orientation politician talk with you all roominess chest and pleasure, though I was from party the other, you enemy - that jazz expression - no must be sitting with him talk with him, though it was the person less extreme, before the talk with you, but cautiously intense, calculated a thousand an account the word before that graduation from in it, lest calculated on him the claim with it to me peril, all one who are they clutching errors slips the other.19

There lots from attitudes which you that notice and monitored in a street Palestinian, where has become dealing between individuals the society Palestinian on basis standard (open hamas), whether she was relations family, or relations employees in the work, or relations the students in a institutions educational, or relations neighbourhood, as well as role worship (mosques).

Family Palestinian by virtue of the situation the private which experienced the society Palestinian, by virtue of pluralism political in a society Palestinian, lost you find in a family one more from stream (islamic, national, left). In a shadow this is divisions inside family Palestinian can observation and recording notes the following:
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First/ on level formation social

If it was both the couple orientation politician contrary to another, the children take advantage of this the difference politician on their behalf, to achieve gains especially on level privileges personal, son befriend supports from pay for him more and give him more from privileges and disregard about his mistakes. This act for him reflection negative on formation social for children, instead from that working family on upbringing children on culture dialogue and freedom the opinion, accept the opinion the other, accept cash building, the family establish children - from where no unknowingly - on culture intolerance and closing refused the other.20

Relationships social between the brothers

Has become the brother inside family treats his brother on basis affiliation political, Vafatthaoo no happen or occur his brother Hamas member nor accepts that look mechanism. The first look the second on it’s a inqilabi bloody, the last look for the first on it’s a infidel from stream Dayton client... etc from epithets and descriptions. has become individual’s family no meet on table one for thrice because both who are they no endure consideration talk another, though they met turned table the food to me a place to fight political, the lifts the food the dispersed without that full the one who are they. Has become no collecting the brothers except walls home , no prepare gathering value proverb religious and social which we grew on her.20

Relationships between the couple

This is relationship she other marred stinky dispute between movements (open Hamas), the sad thing is if she was the wife the pair from organizational concepts different here appear problems between the couple the is being divorce.19

Marriage

Marriage also may and its relevance to smoke the difference between (open Hamas), where back clear non acceptance which from supporters one movements from approval on groom from organization the other.19

Relationships genealogy in-laws

The husband and his family for them orientation politician what, the family the wife to her orientation politician contrary to family the husband, for this reason deprives the husband his wife from visit her family, or until participation in a their joys and Otraham. taking advantage of in a that the opinion forensic “that the wife no graduation from her home except permission her husband.” in a shadow this is pictures models relations social - torn out - which hanging on family palestinian, the this is relations reflection the nature of the relations social in a the society great, how do and family she model miniature community all worries and its problems, what happen or occur in a the society from events the positions reflected in direct on family, since that the society palestinian live right now status from Alchtir rip division between shore Gaza, the crossfire media - which raises altgazz in a self - reached between open Hamas, the this - without doubt - will be reflected negatively on family palestinian.20

Procedures studying

The study population: The study population of students from Al-Quds Open University’s (consists3000) about the student.

The study sample: Will be selected random sample of (150), a student at Al Quds Open University study representative of the community.

The study tool: A questionnaire will be distributed to the target sample study.

Study Approach: The researcher will follow the analytical descriptive approach which describes the phenomenon, a political division and its impact on the family in the Gaza Strip conflict.

The limits of the study

Spatial limitation: Northern Gaza.

Limit Temporal: Second Semester 2018

Human Limit: A sample of students from Al-Quds Open University.

Statistical analysis of the results

Believe resolution

Believe arbitrators: Scale has been a group of arbitrators and asked them to express an opinion in the paragraphs of the scale in terms of linguistic integrity and suitability for the goal, which put him in light of the views of arbitrators have been modified and the wording of some paragraphs.

The stability of the questionnaire:

Using the internal consistency: Will be the stability of the internal consistency test achievement coefficient.

Mid-term retail method: Will be the correlation coefficient calculation.

A. Statistical treatments

Data processing will be statistically using a statistical program SPSS through which is recognized as the percentage of frequencies and correlation coefficient.

B. Statistical indicators

Each degree has been linked to the paragraph with the total score on the scale coefficient was calculated so as to members of the sample and Table 1 shows that.

Table 1 Link each paragraph of the scale with the total score on the scale coefficient.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Paragraph number</th>
<th>Correlation coefficient</th>
<th>Paragraph number</th>
<th>Correlation coefficient</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>0.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>0.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>0.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>15*</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>0.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>0.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note through the Table 1 that all correlation coefficients between
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The class and the paragraph on the scale of kidney function values are positive and statistically significant values, which demonstrates the sincerity of the internal consistency of the scale and stronger paragraphs closely scale paragraph and less paragraphs closely to scale paragraph.

The stability of the questionnaire

Using the internal consistency

The stability of the internal consistency test achievement coefficient has reached the calculated in this way stability coefficient (0.89)

Mid-term retail method

The correlation coefficient between the two halves test has reached the correlation coefficient (0.76) which have been corrected correlation coefficient according to the method of Spearman Brown has reached the reliability coefficient (0.81)

Data collection

The application of measuring instruments on the study sample data were collected through follow-up took place between Al-Quds Open University in northern Gaza and researcher students, was the questionnaire distributed to the target sample, which amounts to (150).

Results, interpretation and recommendations

(Table 2) We note from the previous table that all the paragraphs were positive and that the percentage was more paragraphs, paragraph which provides for the (family upbringing and education have a role in partisanship) so that the ratio (89.73%), and this shows how the great role played by the family in the upbringing of children since childhood, according to party affiliation of the family is affected by the child. In contrast, the lowest paragraphs of paragraph (13) which stipulates (that the school has a role in partisanship) and that by (56.46%), so that teachers and their party affiliation in the role of partisanship.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Paragraph</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Are there any aspects of internal fighting in the Gaza Strip?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yeah (78%) somewhat (22%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>your point of view, select the most reasons that contributed to the internal fighting:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The struggle for power (60%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Security services (20%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The spread of chaos (10%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Own partisan interests (10%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The media and excitement carried out by one of the causes of internal strife:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yeah (75%) somewhat (15%) No (10%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Give the opportunity for Hamas to enter the elections in the cause of internal fighting:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Significantly (65%) moderately (20%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A few degree (15%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Security coordination and cooperation between the Authority and Israel has a role in the internal fighting:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yeah (35%) somewhat (50%) No (15%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Israel aimed at the exit from the Gaza Strip to sow discord between the people and parties:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yeah (65%) somewhat (25%) No (10%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conflict on Israel left after its withdrawal from the Gaza Strip helped in the internal fighting:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Significantly (70%) moderately (20%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A few degree (15%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>From your point of view Israel has a key role in internal fighting in terms of:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unilateral withdrawal (55%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Security coordination (30%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The media (15%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do you see that the dispute between the negotiations and the resistance is a major cause in the internal fighting:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yeah (60%) somewhat (30%) No (10%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>From your point of view of the effects of internal fighting on Palestinian society:</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 The arithmetic mean, standard deviation and the relative weight of all the paragraphs of the questionnaire

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Paragraph</th>
<th>Arithmetic mean</th>
<th>standard deviation</th>
<th>Relative weight</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Are there any aspects of internal fighting in the Gaza Strip?</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>80.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yeah (78%) somewhat (22%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>your point of view, select the most reasons that contributed to the internal fighting:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The struggle for power (60%)</td>
<td>2.15</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>73.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Security services (20%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The spread of chaos (10%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Own partisan interests (10%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The media and excitement carried out by one of the causes of internal strife:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yeah (75%) somewhat (15%) No (10%)</td>
<td>2.27</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>78.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Give the opportunity for Hamas to enter the elections in the cause of internal fighting:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Significantly (65%) moderately (20%)</td>
<td>2.22</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>81.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A few degree (15%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Security coordination and cooperation between the Authority and Israel has a role in the internal fighting:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yeah (35%) somewhat (50%) No (15%)</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>78.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Israel aimed at the exit from the Gaza Strip to sow discord between the people and parties:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yeah (65%) somewhat (25%) No (10%)</td>
<td>2.35</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>67.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conflict on Israel left after its withdrawal from the Gaza Strip helped in the internal fighting:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Significantly (70%) moderately (20%)</td>
<td>2.11</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>84.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A few degree (10%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>From your point of view Israel has a key role in internal fighting in terms of:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unilateral withdrawal (55%)</td>
<td>2.01</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>89.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Security coordination (30%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The media (15%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do you see that the dispute between the negotiations and the resistance is a major cause in the internal fighting:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yeah (60%) somewhat (30%) No (10%)</td>
<td>2.19</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>84.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>From your point of view of the effects of internal fighting on Palestinian society:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Second: the answer to the first question
To answer the first question in this study, which stated What are the causes of internal Palestinian political division?

The unilateral analysis of variance table and account number shows that note through the Table 3 that the Israeli occupation has to do with the political division, as well as the distribution of positions at the level 0.637.

Table 3 The results of analysis of variance concerning the unilateral What are the causes of the internal Palestinian division?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source of variation</th>
<th>Sum of squares</th>
<th>Degrees of freedom</th>
<th>Average squares</th>
<th>Values F</th>
<th>The level of significance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Between groups</td>
<td>134.978</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>45.784</td>
<td>0.498</td>
<td>0.637</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Within groups</td>
<td>356.102</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>87.287</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Third, the answer to the second question
To answer the second question in this study, which stated How has the Israeli policies and Israeli withdrawal unilaterally from the Gaza Strip in the Palestinian political division development?

The variance analysis and table mono account number shows that note through the Table 4 that the Israeli policy pursued by the Israeli withdrawal from one side had a significant impact on the Palestinian political division development.

Table 4 Results of variance concerning the extent of the impact of Israeli policies and Israeli withdrawal from one side analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source of variation</th>
<th>Sum of squares</th>
<th>Degrees of freedom</th>
<th>Average squares</th>
<th>Values F</th>
<th>The level of significance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Between groups</td>
<td>143.856</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>42.365</td>
<td>0.626</td>
<td>0.637</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Within groups</td>
<td>376.034</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>78.173</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fourth answer to the third question
To answer the third question in this study, which stated: How did the political divide on the social fabric of Palestinian society?

The variance analysis and table mono account number shows that note through the Table 5 that it has much impact on social relations within Palestinian society.

Table 5 The results of the unilateral analysis of variance and the extent of the impact of the political divide on the social fabric

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source of variation</th>
<th>Sum of squares</th>
<th>Degrees of freedom</th>
<th>Average squares</th>
<th>Values F</th>
<th>The level of significance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Between groups</td>
<td>453.465</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>176.376</td>
<td>2.276</td>
<td>0.109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Within groups</td>
<td>4765.635</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>78.487</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fourth answer the fourth question
To answer the fourth question in this study, which stated: How we could have avoided the Palestinian political divide?

The variance analysis and table mono account number shows that note through the Table 6 that dialogue and sit at one table is the most appropriate way to avoid the Palestinian division.

Table Continued....
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Table 6 Results of variance and on how to avoid the Palestinian division analysis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source of variation</th>
<th>Sum of squares</th>
<th>Degrees of freedom</th>
<th>Average squares</th>
<th>Values F</th>
<th>The level of significance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Between groups</td>
<td>453.465</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>176.376</td>
<td>2.276</td>
<td>0.109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Within groups</td>
<td>4765.635</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>78.487</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Recommendations**

The researcher recommends the following:

1. Stay away from the political Alhzabiyat and control to the community norms of society so as to maintain the fabric per Cmai.
2. To unify political programs in the Palestinian media and non-broadcast programs give rise to partisan strife and hatred between the parties.
3. Other factions such as the Popular Front and the Islamic Jihad have great no Palestinian reunion and by forcing the two warring factions to sit down and dialogue.
4. Work on the upbringing of the Palestinian child since childhood not to hatred towards the parties and that all of them under one banner, a banner of the Holy Land.
5. Schools and universities a significant role in guiding and directing the new young people and young people who will carry the banner later and be made aware of future leaders.

**First preliminary data**

1. Type: ( ) Male ( ) female
2. Social status: ( ) Married / E ( ) Single / Miss ( ) Widowed ( ) Absolute
3. Education: ( ) Graduate ( ) University (diploma) ( ) secondary ( ) Preparatory
4. Monthly Income Level: ( ) less than 1000 (u) 1000-1500 (u) of 1600-2500h () from 2600-3500 () from 3600 and above
5. Political Affiliation: ( ) Opens ( ) Enthusiasm ( ) Islamic Jihad ( ) Popular Front ( ) Democratic Front (Independent)

**Second paragraphs of resolution**

1. Are there any manifestations of political division in the Gaza Strip? ( ) Yes ( ) somewhat ( ) No
2. From your point of view, select the most common reasons that contributed to the political division:
3. The struggle for power (b). Security services (c). The spread of chaos (d)
4. Dr., Party special interests (e). Resistance weapon uncontrolled
5. The media and excitement carried out by one of the causes of the political divide:
6. Israel aimed at the exit from the Gaza Strip to sow discord between the people and parties:
7. conflict on Israel left after its withdrawal from the Gaza Strip helped the political divide:
8. From your point of view Israel has the main role in the political divide in terms of:
9. Do you see that the dispute between the negotiations and the resistance is a major cause of the political division:
10. From your point of view of the effects of the political division on the Palestinian society:
   a. The disintegration of the family ( )
   b. Conflict between the brothers ( )
   c. Revenge of the victims ( )
11. Do you see that the traditions of marriage and the link affected by party affiliation:
12. From your point of view of family upbringing and education have a role in partisanship:
   a. Dialogue ( )
   b. The spirit of tolerance between the parties ( )
   c. Spreading awareness through the media ( )
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